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	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The period of full validation maturity analysis has definitely served its purpose and is clearly evident in this thorough review. Congratulations to Bill and the whole team on successfully demonstrating the full validation maturity of GOES-16 GLM L2 Products (Events, Groups, and Flashes)! The panel members were unanimous in their recommendations for Full maturity.Bill Koshak (MSFC) and his remarkable team of supporting expert scientists are to be commended: Rich Blakeslee (MSFC), Doug Mach (USRA), Monte Bateman (USRA), Dennis Buechler (UAH), Pete Armstrong (MIT/LL). Contributions are also acknowledged and appreciated from the extended technical GLM team of Clem Tillier and Samatha Edgington at Lockheed, and Scott Rudlosky at STAR along with Scott's own distributed team.  As Bill mentioned at the outset, this is the most comprehensive and robust characterization of any GLM instrument to date. Over a year's worth of data analysis, instrument performance & behavior, and artifact discovery have occurred and resulted in a thorough characterization of the science products performance. The teams' development of a diverse and deep collection of analysis tools is remarkable and clearly refined since the first glimpse of GLM data occurred. The benefits of multiple field campaign inter-comparisons were realized in spectacular fashion for GLM. The whole of GOES-R GLM stakeholders have a lot to be proud of with this first ground-breaking lightning sensor in the GEO orbit.  Thank you for providing a comprehensive set of applicable data caveats as well as those remaining data issues which are both pending imminent correction on the GS (e.g., Blooming Filter) and where future work remains (e.g., "Bahama Bar"). We look forward to iterating on a complete README for customers to use and keep at the ready in their various application environments.ATTENDANCE NOTES:Panel Members: Alexander Krimchansky, Craig Keeler, Liz Kline, Jamese Sims, Joel McCorkel, Jon Fulbright, Randy RaceGuest Panel Members: Scott Rudlosky and Steve GoodmanTelecon participants: Matt Seybold, Brian Gockel, Jim Yoe, Chris O'Connors, Tom FeroliSee submitted forms from other panel members for additional comments.(Panel Chair:  Randy Race as proxy for Dan Lindsey, with acknowledgment to Matt Seybold for writing the majority of this disposition write-up.)
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